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15. Noted the action takcn by thc Vice-Chancellor unclcr Section l1 (6) o{'thc
University Act, 2003 0n 03.08.2018 regarding approval of the Sch ern c
and Syllabus of M.A. (l'sychology) (2 ycar coursc) unclcr CIICS,
Scmestcr -jrcl ancl 4th w,.e.l. Session 201ti-19, M.A. (I-Iistory) (2 yczrr
course) CIICS, Semcster 3rd and 4th w.e.f . the academic year 20lB-19,
M.A. (Economics) (2 year) Programme uncler CBCS, Scrncstcr 3rcl ancl
4th w.e.l,2018-19 ancl M.A. I-Ions in Economics (5 ycar) Intcgratccl
Programnlc under CBCS, Scmester 9th ancl 1Oth w.e.t'.2AlB-19.

I,'urther, rcsolvecl to appro\/e the minor modilications in lhc schcrnc ol'
examinations oI'M.A{ 1'tt Semester ancl 2rttt semester uncler CI}CS,
already approvccl in I'GBOS&R in I'sychology in its mccting hclcl on
12,07.2017.

Notcd thc action tal<cn [r;, 11rc Vicc-Chanccllor unclcr Scction 1l (6) of'thc
[Jrriversity Act, 2003 on 25.07.2018 regarcling zrpproval of' thc Schemcr
arrd S),llabus ol' MPA (N{usic-Vocal/Instrurncntal) 3rcl Scnrcstcr untlcr'
GBCS w.0.1. 201fi-19.

I\'ttcd thc llction tal<cn by thc Vicc-C'hanccllor unclcr Scc(ion ll (6) o('thc
Urriversity Act, 2003 on 03.0t1.20I8 rcgnrding approval ol' lhc Schcrrrc
antl Syllahus ol' M.Sc. Matltcrnntics 2 ycrlr progrulnlrnc unrlcr ('ll(lti,
Scnrcstcr 3rcl trntl 4tlt n,.c.l'. Scssion 20lB-19 & M.Sc. Muthr:nur(ics.5 1,cirr'
pr'ogr2lnrnrc unclcr (,'llCS, Scntcstcr 9th and I0tlr vr,.c.l'. Sossion 2018- I 9.

I,'rrrtlrcr, rcsolvcrl (o':rpl)ro\/c thc changc in sl,llirllu,s rnnrlc lll'(hc
clcpartntcrtt ol'Mlthctttittics,, rvhich hlts:tlrcitcly, bccn allllrovcrl Ir.),(hc
I'GIIOS&ll in its rncrctirrg hcltl on 24.01.2019 r,r,,c.fl Scrision 2019-20 irs tlrc
constitution ol' llrc I'ucrrll\ is trntlcr" pl"occss.

Notccl thc nction tal<cn lll,thc Vicc-(-'hanccllor unclcr,scc{ion ll (6) ol'tht:
Universit),Act.,2003 or"t 13.09.201tl rcgitrding itplrrovirl ol'(hc Sclrt'rrrt,
rrncl Sylln[rus I'or' lsrl,1rl- I cout'sc ol' (ionlJ)ulsort, (.]orrrJrrrtu' I,ltlrrcirliorr lor'
li,\/ll.Sc (cxccpt lirr Il. Sc. (lottrptttcr Scicncc/llSc l.'l'.lll(',\/ll.('orrr.
\,( cil ( i o rr rt I- Co rn 1t tt t c: r' A p 1r I i cn t i o n )

N rrlccl thrr uctiott tul<crt lt.)' thc Vicc-(lh,ulccllot' on 22,08,201,9 rnrrl(,r'
Sucti<ln Il'(6) ol' tltc Uttivcrrsilv z\cto 2003 !'(rgurtling irp;)r'ovirl ol' llrt,
Schcntc tttt<l Syllrrhtrs ol'M.z\. (1,)nglislr) 3r'tl ttttcl .l(lr St,rrr(,sl('r'rrrrrllr'
(jlI(lS rn,.c.l'. ,lrr11, 20ltl, z\lrrcnrlnte nts in .st,llullus ol' I\,1.2\, (l,Jnglislr) Ist
Strnrcstcr cf'lcctivc sincc ,lul\' 2017 (2017-19),2nd Scrrtcslrrr unrl('r' ('ll('S
rrl'l'tcli1,(' I'r'0rtt ,ltulullr'), 20ltl (2017-19),, M.A, (llirrtli) 3t'rl Scrrrcs(u' rrrrrlt'r'
(lllCS \v,c.l',,lulv 201fi, I\{,A, (llitttli) tst ScrttcslrJr rrrirrot' (:lurngt,/

rtrll0ndnr0nls in tltc sl,llnltus \t',(t.l'2017 onlvtt'(ls, M,z\, (l)rrn,inhi) rnr(l(,r'
(:lt(lS urlrl on (r0ur,r(,/Opcrr Ii)lcc(it'c llt U(J ln,trl rv.c. l',2(ll tl-19.

Notccl lhc rtctirtrt trtltctt l,)' (lrc Vicc-(llrrtrtccllrtr' on 0.1.0t1,20l,q rrrrrlr,r'
sccliott I I(6) ttl' tltc llttit'ct'sil1' z\t:1, 2003 r'cglrrtlirrg rrpltrolrrl ol' llrt,
Sclrcrnl rrrrrl S),llrtltrrr ol'I\'l liA-2 Ycrrr ls( ,\crrrc,\lrt' lo ,lllr St,rrrr,\(r,r',
MllA-2 Yortr (llonr,) lll Sctttcsl0r ttt.llh Scrrr('slct'urrrl N,l, l'lril
(l\{nnnH0ttlttnl) t st Scttt0,tl0r ttt 2ntl Sttttt(,sl0r' rl,.c,l', z\crtrl('rnic St,csiorr
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MTHCC-5701 : Abstract Algebra

Marks (TheorY): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.

The first question *,ill bc compulson' co,sisting of scven short qllestions (2

covering the rvhole sl'llabus'
In additIo,. eight more questiorls rvill bc sct unit-rvise cornprising trvo questrons

the four units. The students shall be requircd to atternpt five qucstions in all

question from each unit including compulsor)' qucstioll'

marks each)

from each of
selccting one

Unit: I
Automorphisms and rnner automorprrisms of a group G. The groups Aut(G) and tnn(G)'

Automorphis,r grolrp of a c1,cli. g-rp. Normalir., urid ccntralizer of a non-emptl' subset of a group

G. Conjugate elcmcnts a,rd 
"onrul"rri.rorr.r- 

crass equation of a finite group G a,d its applications'

Derived group (or a commutator r"uugroup) of a group b- perfect groups. Simplicitl'of the Alternating

group A" (u>5). Zassenhaus's Lemma. Norn',i and composition icrics of a group G' Scheier"s

refinement theorem. Jordan Holder theorem. composition ieries of groups of order pn and of finite

Abelian groups. caunchl, theorem for f-rnite groups. p-groyp_s. Finite Abelian groups' S1'lorv p-

subgroups. Sl,lorv's Ist, II,d and lllrd theorems. Application of S1'lorv theorems'

Slllt*',,,"tors ide,tities. Co,nn',utator subgrolrps. Threc subgroups Lemma of P'Hall' central serics of

a group G. Nilpotent groups. centrc of a ;ilpotont group. S',,bgroups and f'actor subgroups of nilpotent

groups. Finite ,ilpotent groups. Upper und lorr.iceniral s.ti.t of a groLrp G and their properties'

Subgroups of fi,itel.v gencrated niipotent grollps. Svlorv-subgroups of ,ilpotent groups' Solvablc

gto.,pt. Dorived series of a group G'

[Jnit: 3 , ,

Modules. submodules and quotielt modules. Module generated b]' a non-empt.v subset of an R-

module. Finitclr, gcnerated modulcs and o,clic modules.ldempotents. Houromorphisnt of R-r"nodules'

Fundamcntal theorem of homornorphism of R-modulcs. Direct sutn of modules' Endomorphism

Simple modules and completell, reducible modules (semi-simple modules)' .Finitell' 
generated free

r.'odules. Ra*k of a finitel," generated free moduls. Submodules of free modules of finite rank over a

PID.

Unit: 4

Endo'rorphism ring of a finite direct sum of modules. Finitell' gcnerated modules' Ascending and

descending chains of sub modules of an R-module. Asce,ding- a,d Descending chain conditions

(A.C.C. and D.c.c.). Noetherian modules and Noethcrian rings. Finitclv co-generated modules'

Artinian modules a,d Arti,ial ripgs. Nilpotent clements of a ring R. Nil and nilpotent ideals' Hilbcrt

Basis Theorem. Structure theoriim for f-mite Boolean rings. Wedeerbum-Artirr theorem and its

consequences. uniforn, modules. Primarl' modules.

Recommended Books:
l. LS. Luthar and I.B.S. passi: Algebra Vol. I Groups (Narosa publicatio, House)

2. P.B. Bhattacharya S.R. Jain o,rJ s.R. Nagpal; Basic Abstract Algebra

3. I.D. Macdonald: Theon' of Groups

4. Vivck Sahai and vikas Bist: Algebra (Narosa publication Housc)

5. Surjit Singh and euaz i zr:meerr,iddln: Modem Algebra (vikas Publishing House 1990)

//\- t'J
/

Revised syllabus approved in 25,h Academic council meeting held on L2.02'19 vide resolution no' L7'

To be implemented from session 2019-20'
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MTHCC*5704:

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -

Complex Analysis

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)
covering the r,vhole syllabus.
In addition" eight more questions n'ill be set unit-u'ise comprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each turit including compulson'question.

Unit: 1

Analy'tic functions, Harmonic functions. Path in a region. Smooth path, p. w. smooth path, Contour.
Simply connected region, Multipll.'connected region, Complex integration. Antiderivatives, Cauch,v-
Goursat theorem. Cauch_v-Goursat theorem for simplv connected and multipll'connected domains.

Unit: 2

Cauch,v integral formula. Extension of Cauch-v integral formula for multipll, cormected domain.
Higher order derivatives of Cauchy' integral forrnula. Morera's theorem, Liouville's theorem.
Fundamental theorem of algebra. Cauchl, inequalitv, Maximum modulus principle, Gauss mean value
theorem. Poisson intcgral formula.

Unit: 3
Branches of many valued ftinctions rvith special ref'erence to arg 4 Log z. z'. Bilinear transformations,
Their Properties and classification. Definition and examples of Conformal mapping.
Ta-vlor series. Laurent series, Porver series arrd its convergonce, Radius of convergence, Sum of porver
series. Differentiabilit"v of sum function of porver series.

Unit: 4
Singularity and its classification. Residues, Cauchy residue theorem, Residues at poles, Zeros of
anal,ltic functions. Cassorati-Wsierstrass theorem- Evaluation of improper integrals. Meromorphic
functions, The Argument principle, Rouche's theorem.

Books Recommended:
1. J. W. Brorvn and R. V. Churchill: Complex Variables and Applications. McGrarv HilI, 1996.
2. J. B Conr,va-v; Functions of one Complex variable. Springer-Verlag. International student-

Edition. Narosa Publishing House- 1980.

L. V. Ahlfors: Complex Analvsis. McGraw-Hill. 1979.
Mark J. Ablorvitz and A. S. Fokas; Complex Variables: lntroduction and Applications.
Cambridge Universitv Press, South Asian Edition, 1998.

S. Ponnusamy; Foundations of Complex Anal,vsis, Narosa Publishing House. 1997.
H. A. Priestll': Introduction to Complex Anal,vsis" Clarendon Press. Oxfbrd, 1990.

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on t2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2019-20.

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

3.

4.

5.

6.



MTHCC-5705: Ordinary Differential Equations

Marks (Theory): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.

The first questiotl rvill be compulsory cotlsisting of seven

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole sl"llabus.

In addition. eight more questions r,vill be set unit-rvise comprising trvo questions from each of

the four u,its. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one

question from each unit including compulson'question'

H.li1*1"rr,.r, Initial value problern and equivalent integral equation- s-approximate solution,

equicontinuous set of functioirs.Basic theorerns: Ascoli- Arzela theorem- Cauchv-Peano existence

theorem and its corollary' Gronrvall's inequalifi''

Lipschitz coldition.picard-Lindclof existence and uniquensss thcorem forfr: f (t,y)' Solution of

initial value problem b1' Picard's method'

Unit: 2

Higher order equations: Linear differential equation (LDE) of order n: Linear combinations' Linear

depende,ce and linear independence of solutions. Wronskian theott': Definition, necessary and

sufficie,t condition for lilear dependence and linear independellce of solutions of homogeneous LDE'

Abel's ldentitl,. Fuldamental set.Reduction of order.

Non-homogenoous LDE.Variation of parameters.Adjoint equations. Lagrange's ldentit-v. Green's

formula.Linear equatiotl of order n rvith constant coefficiepts.

Unit: 3

Linear second order equations: Preliminaries. self adjoint equation of second order' basic

facts.Superposition principle.Riccati's equation.Prtiffer tiansformation'Zero of a solution'Abel's

formula.Co,-,r*o, zeros of solutions and their linear dependence '

Stunn theory: Sturm separation theorem, Sturm fundamental comparisot] theorem and their

corollaries.Oscillatory and non-oscillatory equatiotts.

Unit: 4
Second order boturdary value problems(BVP): Linear problems: periodic boundary conditions' regular

linear BVp, singular linear BVp: non-linear BVP. Sturm-Liouville BVP: definitions, eigcn values and

eigen ftinctio,s. Orthogonalitl, of functions, orthogonalitl' of eigen functions correspollding to distinct

eigen values.Green's function. Applications of Green's function for solving boundary value problems'

Recommended books:
L E.A. Coddi,gton ald N. Levinson. Theory of Ordinary Differential Equations- Tata McGrarv-

Hill . 2000
2. S.L. Ross, Differential Equations" John wile"v & Sols

3. P. Hartman, Ordinary Differential Equations, John Wilel'& Sons NY' l97l'
4. G. Birkhoff and G.Ci Rota. Ordinary Differential Equations, John Wiley & Sons, 1978.

5. G.F. Simmons. Differential Equations. Tata McGrarv-Hill ' 1993'

6. I.G. Petrovski, ordinary Differerrtial Equations, Prentice-Hall. 1966.

7 . D. Somasundaram. ordinary Differentiil Equations. A first Course, Narosa Pub., 2001'

tt. Mohan C Joshi, Ordipan Dift'erential Equations, Modern Perspective- Narosa Publishing

Hottse,2006 I -Hottse,2006 L/%k //- t\/
Revised syllabus approved in 25'h addemic Council meeting held on t2.02.19 vide resolution no' 17'

To be implemented from session 2019-20'



MTHCC-5801 : Advanced Abstract Algebra

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first questiorr rvill be compulsory consisting of seven
covering the rvhole syllabus.

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)

In addition" eight more questions rvill be set unit-r,vise conrprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: I
Characteristic of a ring rvith unitv. Prime fields ZlpZ and Q. Characterrzation of prime fields. Field
extensions. Degree of an extensiou. Algebraic and trauscendental elemerrts. Simple field extensions.
Minimal polvnomial of an algebraic element. Conjugate elements. Algebraic extensiols. Finitel-v
generated algebraic extensions. Algebraic closure and algebraically closed fields. Splitting fields.

Unit: 2
Finite fields. Roots of unity, C,vclotomic poly'nomials and their irreducibilit,v over a Normal
extensions. Finite normal extensiorls as Splitting fields. Separable elements. separable pol,r,'nomials
and separable extensions. Perfect fields.
(Scope of the course as given in the book at Sr. No. 2).

Unit: 3
Galois extensions. Galois theory. Automorphism of fields. Fundamental theorem of Galois theory,.
Klein's 4-group and Diheadral group. Galois groups of polyromials. Fundamental theorem of
Algebra. Radicals extensions. Calois radical extensions. Cy'clic extensions. Solvability of polynomials
by radicals over Q. Construction rvith nrler and compass onl5r. (Scope of the course as given in the
book at Sr. No. 2).

Unit: 4
Similar lincar transformations. Invariant subspaces of vector spaces. Reduction of a linear
transfbrmation to triangular form. Nilpotent transformations. Index of nilpotenc,v of a nilpotent
transformation. C1'clic subspace rvith respect to a nilpotent transformation. Uniqueness of the
invariants of a nilpotent transformation. Prirnary decomposition theorem. Jordan blocks and Jordan
canonical fornts. Cy'clic module relative to a linear transfbrmation. (Sections 6.4 to 6.7 of Topics in
Algebra by I.N. Herstein).

Recommended Books:
I I.N. Herstein: Topics in Algebra (Wilev Eastern Ltd.)
2 P.B. Bhattacharya S.R. Jain and S R. Nagpal: Basic Abstract Algebra. (Cambridge Universit,v

Press 1995)
3 Vivek Sahai and Vikas Bist: Algebra (Narosa publication House)
4 Suriit Singh and Quazi Zameeruddin; Modem Algebra (Vikas Publishing House 1990)
5 Patrick Morandi; Field and Galois Theory (Springer 1996).

?y
Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on 1.2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 20Lg-20.



MTHCC-5802: Measure and Integration theory

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

Note: -
The examiner is requrred to set nine questions in all.
The first questioll rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)

covering the r.vhole syllabus.
In addition, eight more questions r,vill be set unit-r,vise contprising trvo questions fionl each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attcmpt five questions in all selecting one

question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: I
Lebesgue outer measure. elenrentary properties of outer measltre, Measurable sets and their
properties. Lebesgue measurc of sets of real nurnbers, algebra of measurable sets. Borel sets and their
measurability. characterization of rrreasurable sets in temrs of open. closed. Fo and Ga sets. existence

of a non-measurable set.

Unit: 2

Lebesgue measurable ftinctions and their properties. the almost evervrvhere concept , characteristic

functions, simple functions, approxintation of measurable functions b,v sequences of simple functions.
measurable functions as nearl-v contiuuous functions. Lusin's thcorem" almost urriform collvorgence,

Egoroffs theorem, convergence in measllre, F. Riesz theorem that ever.n.- sequence lvhich is

convergent in measure has an almost everyrvhere convergent subsequenco.

Unit: 3
The Lebesgue Integral: Shortcomings of Riemann irrtegral. Lebesgue integral of a bounded function

over a set of finite measure and its properties, Lebsegue integral as a generalization of the Riemann

integral" Bounded convergence theorem, Lebesgr"re theorem regarding points of discontinuities of
Riemam integrable fu nctions.
Integral of a non negative fi"rnction, Fatou's lemma. Monotone convergence theorem, the general

Lebesgue integral, Lebesgue convergencc theorem.

Unit: 4

Differentiation and Integration: Differentiation of monotone functions" Vitali's covering
lemma,Lebesgue differentiation theorem. functions of bounded variation and their representation as

difference of monotone functions. Differentiation of an integral. absolutelv continuous frrnctions.

Reference Books:
l. H. L. Roy'den. Real Anal.vsis. 3"r Edition Prentice Hall of India, 1999.

2. G.de Barra- Measure theory and integration- Willel" Eastern Ltd.. 1981.

3. P.R.Halmos, Measure Theory, Van Nostrans. Princeton. 1950.

4. I.P.Natanson" Theory of ftinctions of a real variable. Vol. l. Frederick Ungar Publishing Co.,

l96l
5. R.G.Bartle. The elements of integration. John Wile"v & Sons. Inc.Nerv York, 1966.
6. K.R.Parthsarthl,'. Introduction to Probabilit-v and rneaslrre. Macmillan Companv of India Ltd.,

?t'T:/"lur* ̂
",]v.P. 

Gupta, Lebesglre measure and integration. Ne*' age lnternational (P) Ltd..
Publishers. Nerv Delhi. 1986.

v
)-(

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on 1,2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2019-20.
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MTHCC-5803: Mechanics of Solids

Marks (Theory): 70 Marks (Total): 100

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30 Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first questioll rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2

covering the r,vhole syllabus.
In addition, eight more questions rvill be set unit-rvise conrprising trvo questions

the four units. The students shall bc required to attcrnpt five questions in all
question from each turit including compulsor)' question.

marks each)

frorn each of
selecting one

Unit: 1

Coordinate-transfbrmation, Cartesian Tensor of different order, Properties of tensors. Isotropic tensors

of different orders and relation betwecn them, S-vmmetric and skerv s-vmmetric tensors. Tensor

invariants, Eigcn-values and eigen-vectors of a tensor.

Scalar. vector. tensor functions, Comma notation. Gradient, divergence and curl of a vector / tensor

field.

Unit: 2

Affine transformation- Infinitesimal affine deformation, Geometrical Interpretatiott of the components

of strain. Strain quadric of Cauch-v. Principal strains and invariants. General infinitesimal

deformation. Saint-Venant's equations of compatibilitv. Stress" Stress Vector- Stress tensor.

Unit: 3
Equations of equilibrium. Transformation of coordinates. Stress quadric of Cauchr'. Principal stresses

and invariants. Maximum nomral and shear stresses. Mohr's circles. Examples of stress, Generalised

Hooks Larv" Anisotropic svmmetries, Homogeneolls isotropic elastic medium.

Unit: 4
Elastic moduli for isotropic media. Equilibrium and dvnamical equations fbr an isotropic elastic

media, Strain energ-y function and its connection with Hooke's Larv" Beltrami-Michell compatibilit-v

conditions and equations, Saint- Venant' s principle.

Recommended Books:
l. I.S. Sokolnikoff, Mathernatical Theory of Elasticit,v, Tata-McGrarv Hill Publishing Compan-v

Ltd.. Nerv Delhi, 1977.
2. D.S. Chandrasekharaiah and L. Debnath. Continuum Mechanics. Academic Press- 1994

3. A.E.H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticit-v. Dover Publications, Nerv

York.
4. Y.C. Fung. Foundations of Solid Mechanics. Prentice Hall. Nerv Delhi, 1965.

5. Shanti Narayan. Text Book of Cartesian Tensors. S. Chand & Co.. 1950.

6. S. Timeshenko and N. Goodier. Theory of Elasticity. McGrarv Hill. Nerv York. 1970.

7. I.H. Shames, Introduction to Solid Mechanics. Prentice Hall- Nerv Delhi, 1975

FZ
Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on 12.A2.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2OL9-20.
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MTHCC_5804:SystemofDifferentialEquations

Marks (TheorY): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.

The first question rvill be compulsory cotlsisting of seven

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questiolls (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole sYllabus'

In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-rvise conrprising trvo questions from each of

the four units. The students shall be requircd to attcmpt five questiotls in all selecting one

question from each unit including cot'npulson'question'

Unit: 1

Linear differential systems: Definitions and notations. Linear homogeneous systems: Existence and

uniqueness theorern. Fundamental set and fundamental matrix of a homogelleous s-vstem' wronskian

of a's-vstem. Abel-Liouville formula. Adjoint svstems, Reduction to smaller homogeneous sv'"stems'

Unit: 2

S-yste,r of differential equations. Differential equation _of order n and its equivalent s,vstem of

differential equations. Existence theorem for solition of s.vstem of differential equations' Sl"stems

rvith constallt coeffrcients, method of variation of constants for a non-holllogelleous s--vstem' Periodic

svstem. Floquet theor-v for periodic s-vstems'

Unit: 3

Autonomous svstems: the phase plane. paths and critical points. tlpes of critical points; Node, center'

Saddle point. Spiral point. Stabilitv of'critical points. critical poinis and paths of linear st'stems: basic

theorems a,d their applicatio,s. criticar points a,d paths of quasilinear s-vstenls.

Unit: 4

Stability of solution of s-vstem of equations r,vith constant coefficients, linear equation rvith constant

coefficients. Liapunov stabilit,v. Stabilitl' of qgasi linear sYstems'

Li*rit cycles and periodic solutions: limit c-vcle, eristence. and non-existence of limit cvcles'

Benedixson.s non-existence theorem. Half-path or Semiorbit- Limit sot, Poincare-Benedixson

theorem (statement onl,"-).

Recommended books:
l. E.A. Coddington and N. Levinson, Theory of Ordinary Differential Equations' Tata McGrar'v-

Hill. 2000.

2. S.L. Ross. Differential Equations. John wilel' & Sons

3. S.G. Deo- V. Lakshmikantham and V. Raghavendra^ Textbook of Ordinary Differential

Equations. Tata McGrarv-Hill ' 2006'

4. Mohan C Joshi, ordinary Differential Equations, Modern Perspective- Narosa Publishing

House,2006.
5. P. Hartman. ordinary Diflbrential Equations. John wilel' & Sons NY, l97l '

6. G. Birkhoff and G.C. Rota. Ordinary'Differential Equations, JohnWilev & Sons, 1978'

7. G.F. Simmons- Differential Equatiotts, TataMcGrarv-Hill - 1993'

g. I.G. petrovski. Ordinary Differential Equations" Prentice-Hall. 1966'

g. D. Somasundaram. ordinary Differentiat Equations, A frrst Course. Narosa Pub'' 2001

w
Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic council meeting held on L2.02.19 vide resolution no' L7'

To be implemented from session 20\9-20'
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MTHCE-5806: Methods of Applied Mathematics

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)

covering the r,vhole syllabus.
In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-\,vise contprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: I
Curvilinear Co-ordinates: Co-ordinate transformation, Orthogonal Co-ordinates, Change of Co-
ordinates, Cartesian, C,vlindrical and spherical co-ordinates, erpressions for velocit.v and

accelerations, ds, dv and ds2 in orthogonal co-ordinates. Areas, Volumes & surface aroas in Cartesian.

Cylindrical & spherical co-ordinates in a ferv simple cases. Grad, Div. Curl. Laplacian in orthogonal
Co-ordinates, Contravariant and Co-variant components of a vector. Metric coefficients & the volume
element.

Unit: 2
Fourier Transform: Definition and properties. Fourier transform of some elementarv functions.
Fourier transform of derivatives, Parseval's identity' for Fourier transform. evaluation of integrals,

convolution theorem. Finite Fourier sine transfomr, finite Fourier cosine transfornt, Application of
Fourier transfbrm to solve ordinary and partial differential equation.

Unit: 3
Hankel transfbrms" Definition. Elementary properties. Basic operational properties. Inversion

theorem,. Hankel transform of derivatives and some elementary functions. Relation betrveen Fourier
and Hankel transforms, Application of Hankel transform to Boundary Value Problem.

Unit: 4
Motivating problems of calculus of variations, shortest distance. urinimum surface of revolution,
Branchistochrone problem. isoperimetric problem. geodesic. Fundamental lemma of calculus of
variations, Euler's equation for one dependent function and its generalization to 'n' dependent

functions and to higher order derivatives, conditional extremum under geometric constraints and

under integral constraints. Ritz" Galerkin and Kantorovich methods.

Books Recommended:
I. I. N. Sneddon; The Use of lntegral Transforms.
2. W. W. Bell- Special Functions for Scientists and Engineers.
3. Schaum's Series; Vector Anal.vsis.
4. Lokenath Debnath: Integral Transfbrms and their Applications. CRC Press. Inc.
5. J. M. Gelfand and S. V. Fornin, Calculus of Variations, Prentice Hall. Nerv Jers.v. 1963.

6. Weinstock. Calculus of Variations. McGrarv Hill.

*';'

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on L2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 20L9-20.
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MTHCC-5902: Fluid Mechanics

Marks (Theory): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.

The first question rvill be compulsory cotlsisting of seven

Marks (Total): I00
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole sYllabus.

I, addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-r.vise comprising trvo questions from each of

the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one

question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: I
Kinematics - Velocity, at a point of a fluid. Eulerian and Lagrangian ntethods' Stream lines. path lines

a,d streak lines, Veiocit.v potential, Irrotational and rotational motions. Vorticit--v and circulation,

Equation of continuitv, Boundary surfaces. Acceleration at a point of a fluid, Components of

acteleration in cy,'lindrical and spherical polar co-ordiantes'

Unit: 2
pressure at a point of a moving fluid. Euler equation of motion" Equations of motion in cylindrical and

spherical poiu, co-ordinates- Bemoulli equation, Impulsive motion, Kelvin circulation theorem,

Vorticit-v equation, Encrgv equation for incompressible fl*, Kinetic energy of irrotational flow,

Kelvin minimunr energy tlieorem. Kinetic energv of inf-mite fluid. Uniqueness theorems.

Unit: 3

Axially s-vmmetric florvs. Liquid streaming part a fixed sphere, Motion of a sphere through a liquid at

rest at infinit,v, Equation of motion of a ipt ere, Kinstic energ-v generated. b.v impulsive- motion'

Motion of trvo concentric spheres, Three-dimensional sources. sinks and dotrblets, Images of sollrces'

sinks and doublets i1 rigid impermeable infinite plane and in impermeabte spherical surface'

Unit: 4

Trvo di,rensiopal motion, Use of c-vlindrical polar co-ordinates. Stream function. Axisvmmetric flow,

Stoke stream function, Stoke strearn functiori of basic florvs, Irrotational motion in trvo- dimensions,

Complex velocity potential. Milne-Thomson circle theorem. Tr,vo-dimensional sources- sinks-

doublets and their images, Blasius theorem'

Books Recommended:
l. F. Chorlton. Text-book of Fluid D--vnamics. C.B.S. Publishers. Delhi- 1985-

Z. Michael E.O. Neill and F. Chorltoir, Ideal and Incompressible Fluid D-vnamics. John Wilev &

Sons.1986
S. W. yuan, Foundations of Fluid Mechanics. Prentice Hall of lndia Ltd., Ncrv Delhi, 1976.

G.K. Batchelor. An lntrodtrciton to Fluid Mechanics. Foundation Books. Nerv Delhi. 1994'

R.K. Rathy. An Introduction to Fluid Dvnamics, Oxford and IBH Publishing Companl"' Nerv

Delhi. 1976.
6. W.H. Besant and A.S. Ramse_v. A Treatise on H-vdromechanics. Part-ll. CBS Publishers.

Delhi. l9fl8

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on L2.a2-19 vide resolution no' 17'

To be implemented from session 2019-20'
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MTHCE-5903: Integral Equations

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven each)
covering the r,vhole svllabus.
In addition" eight more questions r,vill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting ole
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: I.
Linear Integral equations" Some basic identities" lnitial value problems reduced to Volterra integral
equations, Methods of successive substitution and successive approximation to solve Volterra iltegral
equations of secoud kind" Iterated kernels and Neumann series for Volterra equations. Resolvent
kernel as a series. Laplace transform method for a diffbrence kernel. Solution of a Volterra integral
equation of the first kind.

Unit: 2.

Boundarv value problems rcduced to Fredholm integral equations. Methods of successive
approximation and successive substitution to solve Fredholm equations of second kind. Iterated
kernels and Neumann series for Fredholm equations. Resolvent kernel as a sllm of series. Fredholm
resolvent kernel as a ratio of trvo series. Fredholnt equations rvith separable kernels. Approximation of
a kernel by a separable kernel, Fredhohn Alternative. Non homonogenous Fredholm equations rvith
degenerate kernels

Unit: 3.
Singular irrtegral equation, solution of Abel integral equation. solution of general forn of Abel
integral equation. Cauchy principal valuc for integrals: Cauch1,"s general and principal values,Holder
condition. singular integrals.Plemelj formulas, Poincare-Bertrand transfomration foirnula.Solution of
Cauchy-T1pe singular integral equation. closed contour, unclosed contours and Riemann- Hilbert
problern.Hilbert kemel, Hilbert formula. solution of Hilbert-t1pe singular integral equation of first and
second kind.

Unit: 4.
Green function. Use of method of variation of parameters to construct the Green fturction for a
uonhomogeneous linear second ordcr boundary value problem, Basic four properties of the Green
function. Alternate procedure for construction of the Green function bl,using its basic four properties.
Reduction of a botrndary value problem to a Fredholm integral equation r,vith kernel as Green
function

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 rnarks

Books Recommended:
l. R.P. Kanrval. Linear Integral
2. M.D. Raishinghania, lntegral

Equations. Theon and Techniques. Academic press. Neu,york.
Equations and Boundary value problenrs. S. Chand and Company

Pvr. Ltd.2007 .

3. S.G. Mikhlin,
I 960

Linear Integral Equations (translated from Russian) Hindustan Book Agenc,v,

4. A'J. Jerri,lntroduction to lntegral Equations rvith Applications. AWiley- Interscience
Publication. 1999.

5. W.V. Lovitt. Linear Integral Equations. McGrarv Hill. Ner,vYork.

Revised syllabtrs approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on L2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.
To be implemented from session 2}lg-20.
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MTHCE-5904: Mathematical Statistics

Marks (TheorY): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all'

The first question rviil be compulsory co,sisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)

covering the r'vhole sYllabus'

ln addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions frorn each of

the four units. The students shall be required to attempt firt qrtttions in all selecting one

qtrestionfromeachuritincludingcompulson,question.

Unit- 1 - :r, r -.^-r^,,- ^,.,.,^onh.q Addition theorem. Boole inequality.
probabillt_-v: Definition and variolrs approaches of probabilitl" tll':1lT"tifl;,,:i"::.1"::T;
co,ditional probabilit,v and ,r*ri,pri.ati91 theorem. Independent events. Mutual and painvise

i,ra.p.ra.r.* of event . Ba-ves theorem and its applications'

Unit - 2

Random variable and probabilitl, functions: Definition and properties of randolr variables' Discrete

and continuous random variabics" probabilit' rnass and densitv functiols,..Distributio, fti,ction'

co,cepts of bivariate random variable: ioint. marginal and coniitional distributions' Mathematical

expectation: Defi,itio, and its fiopertles. variJnce, covariance- Moment generating function-

Definitions and their ProPerties'

HH;:distributions: uniform. Bernoulli. Bi,omial. Poisson and Geometric distributions with their

properties.
Continuous.distributions: Uniform, Erponential and Nonnal distributions rvith their properties'

Unit - 4

Testing of hlpothesis. parameter and statistic. Sampling distribution and standard error of estimate'

Null and alternative hvpotheses. Simple unJ .*po-site hlpotheses"^ critical regiot1' Level of

significance. one tailed urd trro tailed tests. r*o t-vpes of erroii. Tests of significance : Large sample

tests for si.gle mean, Sirrgle proportion- Difference betrveen tr'vo means and trvo proportions'

Books recommended:
l. v. Hogg and r. craig. Introduction to Mathematical Statistics- 7th addition- Pearson Education

Limited-2014
2.A.M.Mood,F.A.Gra.vbill,arrdD.C.Boes.IrrtroductiontotheTheoryofStatistics,McGrar,vHill
Book ComPan.v.

3. J.E. Freund. Mathematical Statistics- Prentics Hall of India'

4. M. Speigel. Probabilitl'and Statistics. Sclraum outline Series'

5. s.c. Guptaandv.K. rupooi rrnau*.ntals of Mathematical Statistics- S. chand Pub', Nerv Delhi'

Revised syllabus approved in 25,h Academic council meeting held on 12.02j9 vide resolution no' 17'

To be implemented from session 2OL9-20'



Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

MTHCE-5905: Advanced Complex Analysis

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 rnarks each)
covering the r,vhole st,llabus.
In addition. eight more questions r,vill be set unit-rvise comprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to atternpt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: l.
Tlre space of continuous functions C(G.O)" Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Spaces of analytic ftinctions.
Hunvitz's theorem- Montel's theorem. Spaccs of meromorphic functions, Riemam mapping theorem,
irrfinite products- Weierstrass factorizatron theorem. Factorization of sine function.

Unit: 2.
Gamma function and its properties. functional equation for gamma function. Bohr-Mollerup theorem-
Reimann-zeta function, Riemann's frurctional equation, Euler's theorem. Runge's theorem, Mittag-
Leffler's theorem.

Unit: 3.
Analgic continuation. Uniqueness of direct anal-vtic continuation. Uniqueness of analr.tic
continuation along a cllrve. Porver series method of analltic continuation, Schrvarz ref'lection
principle. Monodromv theorelrr and its consequences. Basic properties of hamronic ftinctions.
Harmonic functions or1 a disk. Poisson"s Kemel. Dirichlet problem for a unit disk.

Unit: 4..
Harnack's inequality'. Harnack's theorem. Dirichlet problem for a region, Green's function. Canonical
product, Jensen's formula, Poisson -Jensen formula. Hadamard's three circles theorem. The genus
and order of an entire function. Hadamard's factorization theorem.
The range of an anall'tic function: Bloch's theorem, Little-Picard theorem, Schottk.v's theorem,
Montel-Carathedory theorem. Great Picard theorem

Books Recommended:
l. Conrvav. J.B.. Functions of One complex variables Narosa Publishing, 2000.
2. Ahlfors. L.V.. Complex Analysis. McGrarv-Hill Book Company, 1979.
3. Churchill. R.V. and Broln, J.W.. Complex Variables and Applications McGrarv Hill

Publishing Companr,. I990.
Priestl,v, H.A., Introduction to Cornpler Analy5l5 Claredon Press, Orford. 1990.
Mark J.Ablervitz and A.S.Fokas, Complex Variables : Introduction &. Applications.
Cambridge Universitv Press, Soutlr Asian Edition, l99tt
E.C.Titchmarsn, The Theory of Functions. Oxford Universitl,Press, London.
S.Ponnusoffiy, Fotrndations of Complex Anal--vsis, Narosa Publishing House, 1997.

%"
Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on L2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2019-20.
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MTHCE-5906: Advanced Mechanics of Solids

Marks (TheorY): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all'

The first question ivill be compulsory consisting of seven

covering the whole svllabus' frorn each of
In addition. eight more questrons rvill be set unit-r,vise co,rprising two questtons

the four units. Trre stude,ts shall b. ,.qrired to atte,rpt fir. qu*tions in all selecting one

question from .u"t' unit including compulson'question'

Unit: l.
Tr.vo di,re,sionat problerns: plane strain deformation. State of Pla,e stress' Generalized

Air), stress function for prane ,tr"i, p.blem..Geueral sorution of bihan,onic equatiotl'

dispraceme,ts rn terms'or 
"on 

ffi'potentials- Defon,ation of a thick-rvalled elastic

extemal and internal Pressures'

Unit: 2.

Extension: Extension of beams bv longitudinal forces- beams stretched b-v its or'vn r'veight'

Torsion: Torsion of a circutu, 
"1,iindri-cat 

beam- io.rio,rol rigidit-1', Torsion a1!^ltress functions' Lines

of shearing stress, Torsion of o b.ur, of arbitrary' ..orr-J*"tion and its special cases for circular'

eiliptic and equirateral tria,gular cross-sections" ciicular grooves in a circular beaur'

Unit: 3.

variational methods: Theorems of minimum potential energv- Theorems of minimum complementary

energv. Reciprocar trreorem or g.tti and Rayr.igrr, Dcflection of elastic stri,g and elastic rnembrane'

Solution of Euler's equation Uv Ritr. Galerkin and Kantorovich methods'

Unit: 4.

viscoelasticit--v: Spring &. Dasrrpot. Maxr,ve[ &. Kelvin Models- Three parameter solid'

correspondence principle & its appiicatio, to the Deformation of a viscoelastic Thick-rvalled tube in

Plane strain.

t"'f 
i:S:HilXll.,1[3" Mathematical rheory of Erasticit-v, Tata McGraw Hill Publishing compa,v

z. ilh)tn '^t#;*].'],c and Ardeshiv Guran, Theorv of Etasticitv.fbr scientists and

Engi neers, Birkhausev" Boston' 2000'

3. A.K. Mal & S.J. Si,gh.De.fttrmatirn o.f l,.rctstic sorids.prentice Hall" Nerv Jerse-v-

199 1.

4. W. Flugge- Viscoelasticity" Springer Verlag'

5. A.S. Saad a.Elasticiq,-:1:1ouor, oni'apllicairtns'Pergamon Press' Nerv York' 1973'

6. y.c. Fung. Foundation, of Solid Meihanics, Prentice Hall, Nerv Delhi' 1965'

7. D.S. chandrasekharaiut, and L. Debnatlr- continuum Mechanics- Academic Press, 1994'

L;'
Revised syrabus approved in 25,h Academic council meeting held on t2'02j9 vide resolution no' 17'

To be implemented from session 2019-20'

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questiotls (2 rnarks each)

plane stress,

Stresses and

tube under
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MTHCE-5004: Mathematical Aspect of Seismology

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note. -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven each)
covering the whole sl,llabus.
In addition. eight more questions r,vill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions fronr each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting ole
qtrestion from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: 1.

Waves, General form of progressive waves, Hanrronic wAves, Plane waves. the rvave equatiol.
Principle of superposition. Progressive tl.pes solutions of r.vave equation. Stationarv tlpe solufiols of
wave equation in Cartesian. Cy''lindrical and Spherical coordinates svstems. Equation of telegraph-t,
Exponential form of harmonic rvaves. D' Alernbert's formula. Inhomogeneous \,vave equation.

Unit: 2.
Spherical waves. Expansiott of' a spherical wave into plane waves" Sommerfield's integral.
Dispersion, Group velocity'- relation betrveen phase velocitl,and group velocitv.
Introduction to Seisrnologv: Earthquakes- Location of earthquakes, Causes
Observation of Earthquakes, Aftershocks and Foreshocks. Earthqtrake nragnitude.
Energy released b,v earthquakes, Interior structure of the Earth.

Unit: 3.
Reduction of equation of motion to wavc equations- P and S waves and their characteristics.
Polarization of plane P and S rvaves. Snell's larv of reflection and refraction, Reflection of plane P a1d
SV rvav.es at a free surface. Partition of reflected energ)," Reflection at critical angles. Reflection and
refraction of plane P, SV and SH waves at an interface, Special cases of Liquid-Liquid interface,
Liquid-Solid interface and Solid-Solid interfrce.

Unit: 4.
Trvo dimensional Lamb's problems in an isotropic elastic solid. Area solrrces ald Lile Sources in an
unlimited elastic solid. normal force acts on the surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid, tangential
forces acting on the surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid. Surface \vaves. Ray,leigh r*y6] Love
waves and Stoneley rvaves.

Books Recommended:
l. C.A. Coulson and A. Jefferev. waves. Longman. Nerv york, t977.
2. M. Bath, Mathematical Aspects of Seismologl.', Elsevier Publishing Companv. 1968.
3. W.M. Erving, W.S. Jardetzky'' and F. Press, Elastic Waves in Layered Media. McGrar,v Hill

Book Companv. 1957 .

C.M.R. Forvler, The Solid Earth. Cambridge universitv press. 1990
P.M. Shearer. Introduction to Seisnrologr,. Cambridge University Press. (UK) Lggg.
Seth Stein and Michael W1'session, An Introduction to Seismolog,,-. Earthquakes and Earth
Structure. Blackrvell Publishing Ltd. , 2A03.
Bullen, K.E. and B.A. Bolt. An Introduction to the Theor of Seismologv. Cambridge
Universtv Press, I985.

Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on 12.02.19 vide resolution no. j.7.

To be implemented from session ZOtg-2A.

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks

of Earthquakes.
Seismic moment.

4.

5.
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MTHCE-5006: Advanced Fluid Mechanics

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 rnarks each)
covering the r,vhole syllabus.
In addition. eight more questions r,vill be set unit-rvise comprising tu,o questions fionr each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each turit including compulsor),question.

Unit: I
Vorticitv in trvo dimensions. Circular and rectilinear vortices. Vortex doublet. Images. Motion due to
vortices. Single and double infinite rows of vortices. Kannan vortex sheet.
Nen'ton's Larv of viscositv, Newtonian and non-Neu,tonian fluids, Stress compollents in a real fluid,
State of stress at a point. Nature of stresses, transformation of stress cornponents" Relation betrveen
Cartesian components of stress.

Unit: 2

Translational motion of fluid element. Rates of strain. Transformation of rates of strain. Principal
stress & strain rate, Relation betrveen stresses and rates of strain. The co-efficient of viscositv and
laminar florv.
Navier-Stoke equations of motion. Equations of motion in c-vlindrical and spherical polar co-
ordinates. Diffrrsion of vorticit-v. Energy,dissipation due to viscositt,.

Unit: 3
Plane Poiseuille and Couette florvs betr,veen trvo parallel plates. Theory of lubrication. Hagen
Poiseuille flor.v. Steadl' florv betrveen co-axial circular cy'linders and concentric rotating cylinders.
Florv through tubes of uniforlrt elliptic and equilatcral triangular cross-section. Unsteady florv over a
flat plate. Steadt' florv past a fixed sphere. Flou, in convergent and divergent channels.

Unit: 4

Dynamical similarit,v, Inspection anall.'sis. Non-dimensional numbers. Dimensional analysis.
Buckingham pi-theorem and its applicatiorr, Phy'sical importance of non-dimcnsional parameters.
Prandtl boundary laYer, Boundary laver equation in trvo-dimensions. The boupdary laver on a flat
plate (Blasius solution), Characteristic boundary layer parameters. Kanrran integral conditions,
Karman-Pohlhausen method.

Books Recommended:
l. W.H. Besant and A.S. Ramsey" A Treatise on Hvdromechanics. part-Il. CBS publishers,

Delhi, l98tt.
2. F. Chorlton. Text-book of Fluid D--vnamics. C.B.S. Publishers, Delhi. 1985.
3. Michael E.O. Neill and F. Chorlton, Ideal and Incompressible Fluid D-vnamics. Johl Wile-v &

Sons. 1986
4. S. W. Yuan. Foundations of Fluid Mechanics. Prentice Hall of India Ltd., Nerv Delhi. 1976.
5. G.K Batchelor. An Irrtroduciton to Fluid Mechanics. Foundation Books. Nerv Delhi, tgg4.
6. H. Schlichting. Boundary Laver Theory,', McGrarv Hill Book Companv, New York, lg7g.
7 . R.K. Rath1,'. An Irrtroduction to Fluid Dynamics. Oxford and IBH publishing Company, New

Delhi. 1976.
8. A.D. Young. Boundary La.vers. AIAA Education Series, Washington DC. l9tt9

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on L2.02J9 vide resolution no. 17.
To be implemented from session 20lg-20.
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MTHCC-2l 0l : Abstract Algebra

Marks (TheorY): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note. -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all'

The first questiort rvill be cornpulson' consistipg of sevcn

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole svllabus. 
from each of

In additlon. eight ,",-,or. questions rr.ill be set unit-rvise comprising trvo questrons

the four units. The students shall be requircd to atternpt five qucstions in all selecting one

question from each unit including conlpulsory qucstiou'

Unit: ItJ llt l. r

Automorphisms and Inner automorphisms of a group G' The groups 
*i(-G-)"^T1, ]":.!"1aauLvrll\JrPlllJrrro

Automorphism group of a c-r'clic group. Normaliz.' o''d Centralizelola :-"1:.:')l':1":t::::l.:i::::t:
a:il;.'*";l:',r;;"1,r";J;;;j;E".i:"r*ses class equation of a finitc sroup G and its applications

o: *.- l l ^i+- . ^f +1..' A l+r.rnqf ino\J . \, Vr rJ lrselv v r \

Derived grolrp (or a commutator Jubgroup) of a group G- perfect groups tl*lt:"i-:lln*'::Ti:.:
;ff;:' il'I#' ffi;;r**:; i.'"";'xo'*ir and compo:lt*"^ :::.::^ *=115 lrY::l::#;l:#;,',ff;;;;;;;,1;r;;; rh.;rcn, Compositio, ieries or groups or order p" 

Td.:ll',,1l'I Ul lllurrlvrlt Ltlv\,rr

Abelian groups. Caunch' theorenr for frnite groups. p-groups. Finite Abelian grollps' S1'lorv p-

subgroupi. Slilor"', Ist. IInd and I1lrd thcoreurs. Application of S-vlorv theorems'

Unit: 2
commutators identities. commutator subgroups. Three subgroups Lemma of P'Hall' central series of

a group G. Nilpotent groups. Centre of a nilpotent groLlp. Subgroups and factor subgroups of nilpotent

groups. Fi,ite nilpotent grolrps. upper ond lor".r-ceniral tetiet of a grollp G and their properties'

Subgroups of fi,itel1, gcncratcd niipotcnt grollps. Svlolr'-subgroups of nilpotcnt groups' Solvablc

groups. Derived series of a group G'

Unit: 3
Modules. submodules and quotient modules. Modulc generated b)' a non-enlptv subset of an R-

module. Finitelv generated modulcs and cl,clic moduler.1d.,rlpotcnts. Homomorphism of R-modules'

Fundamental theorem of homomorphisni of R-modules. Dircct sum of modules' Endomorphism

Simple modules and completelr, reducible modulcs (semi-simplc ntodules). Finitelv generated frce

modules. Ra,k of a finite 1.. gencratcd free module. Subrnodules of free modules of finitc rank over a

PTD.

Unit: 4
E,do,rorphisrir ring of a tinitc direct sum of modules. Finitel-v gcncrated modules' Ascending and

descending chains of sub modulos of arr R-module. Ascending and Descending chain conditions

(A.C.C. and D.c.c.). Noethcrian modules and Noetherian rings. Finitel,r' co-gencrated modules'

Artinian modules apd Artinian rings. Nilpotent elernents of a ring R. Nil and nilpotent ideals' Hilbert

Basis Theorem. Structure theorrim tbr finite Boolean rings. wedeerburn-Artiu theorem and its

consequcnces. Urriform modules. Primary modules.

Recommended Books:
l. I.S. Luthar and l.B.S. Passi: Algcbra vol. I Groups (Narosa publication House)

2. P.B. Bhattacharya S.R. Jain and S.R. Nagpal: Basic Abstract Algebra

3. I.D. Macdonald: Theory of GrouPs

4. Vivek Sahai and Vikas Bist: Algebra (Narosa publication House)

5. Suriit Singh and euazi Zameenrddin: Modcrn-Algebra (Vikas Publishing House 1990)

/P Y{
Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic council meeting held on 12.02.19 vide resolution no' 1"7'

To be implemented from session 20L9-20'



MTHCC -2L04 : Complex Analysis

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first questiott rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questiols (2 rnarks each)
covering the r,vhole st,llabus.
In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-rvise comprising trvo questions fiom each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: 1

Analltic functions, Harmonic functions. Path in a region. Smooth path. p. w. smooth path, Contour.
Simpll'' comected region, Multipl-v couuected region. Complex integration. Antiderivaiives, Cauchv-
Goursat theorem. Cauchy-Goursat theorem for simpl., connected and multipl.v copnected domains.

Unit: 2

Cauchy integral formula. Extension of Cauch,v integral formula for multiplv connected domain.
Higher order derivatives of Cauchy integral fbrmula. Morera's theoreni Liouville's theorem.
Fundamental theorem of algebra. Cauchv inequalit-v, Maxirnum modulus principle, Gauss mean value
theorem- Poisson intcgral fonnula.

Unit: 3
Branches of manv valued frtnctions rvith special reference to arg z, Log z. zo. Bilinear transformations.
Their Properties and classification. Definition and examples of Conformal mapping.
Ta-1'lor series- Laureut series, Porver series and its convergence, Radius of .or*.gpnce, Sum of por,ver
series. Differentiability of sum ftlnction of porver series.

Unit: i
Singularitl,' and its classification. Residues, Cauchy residue theorem. Residues at poles, Zeros of
analfic functions. Cassorati-Weierstrass theorem. Evaluation of improper integrals. Meromorphic
functions, The Argument principle, Rouche's theorem.

Books Recommended:
l. J. W- Brorvn and R. V. Churchill: Complex Variables ancl Applications. McGrarv HilI, 1996.
2. J. B. Conrva.v; Functions of one Complex variable. Springer-Verlag. International student-

Edition. Narosa Publishing House. 1980
3. L. V. Ahlfors: Complex Analvsis. McGrarv-Hill. 1979.
4. Mark J. Ablorvitz and A. S. Fokas; Complex Variables: Introduction and Applicatiols.

cambridge Universitv Press, South Asian Editio,, 1998.
5. S. Ponnusam--v. Foundations of Complex Anal.vsis, Narosa Publishing House, lgg7.
6. H. A. Priestll'; Introduction to Corrrplex Analvsis. Clarendon Press. Oxford. 1990.

V
?//

Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on L2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.
emen

@
To be impl ted from session 2019-20.



MTHCC-2l05: Ordinary Differential Equations

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first questiorr rvill be contpulsory corrsisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole sy"llabus.
In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-r,vise contprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one

question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: 1

Prsliminaries: Initial value problem and equivalent integral equation. e-approKimate solution,

equicontinuous set of functions.Basic theorems: Ascoli- Arzela theorem- Cauchy-Peano existence

theorem and its corollary. Gronrvall's inequalitl'.

Lipschitz condition.Picard-Lindeldf existence and uniqueness theorem brfr = f (t,y). Solution of

initial value problem b,v Picard's method.

Unit: 2

Higher order equations: Linear differential equation (LDE) of order n; Linear combinations. Linear

dependence and linear independence of solutions. Wronskian theory: Definition. necessary and

sufficient condition for linear dependence and linear independellce of solutions of homogeneous LDE.

Abel's ldentitl'. Fundamental set.Reduction of order.
Non-homogeneous LDE.Variation of parameters.Adjoint equations. Lagrangc's ldentit-v. Green's

formula.Linear equation of order n rvith constant coeffrcients.

Unit: 3

Linear second order equations: Preliminaries. self adjoint equation of second order. basic

facts.superposition Principle.Riccati's equation.Prtiffer transformation.Zero of a soltrtion.Abel's

formula.Comlnon zeros of solutions and their linear dependence.

Sturm theon,: Sturm separation theorem, Stunn fundamental contparison theorem and their

corollaries.Oscillatory and non-oscillatory equations.

Unit: 4
Second order boundary value problems(BVP): Linear problems: periodic boundary conditions. regular

linear BVP, singular linear BVP: non-linear BVP. Sturm-Liouville BVP: definitions, eigeu values and

eigen frrnctions. Orthogonalit.v of functions, orthogonalitv of eigen functions correspoltding to distinct

eigen values.Grcen's function. Applications of Green's function for solving boundary value problems.

Recommended books:
l. E.A. Coddington and N. Levinson. Theory of Ordinary Differential Equations, Tata McGrarv-

Hill . 2000
2. S.L. Ross. Differential Equations. John Wiley'& Sons

3. P. Hartman, Ordinary,Differential Equations, John Wile,1'& Sons NY- 1971.

4. G. Birkhoff and G.C. Rota. Ordinan Diffbrential Equations, JohnWile-v & Sons, l97tt.
5. G.F. Simmons. Differential Equations. Tata McGrar,v-Hill . 1993.

6. I.G. Petrovski, Ordinary Differcntial Equations, Prentice-Hall, 1966.

7 . D. Somasundaram, Ordinary Differential Equations. A first Course, Narosa Pub., 2001.

ti. Mohan C Joslri, Ordinan Differential Equations, Modern Perspective. Narosa Publishing
House. 2006 r ,

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Couniil meeting held on t2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2019-20.
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MTHCC -ZZ0l: Advanced Abstract

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -

Algebra

Marks (Total): I00
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questiops (2 rnarks each)covering the rvhole st,llabus.
ln addition' eight more questions r,vill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions from each ofthe four units. The students shall be required to attempt hu. q-r.utions in all selecting onequestion from each unit including ro,rrpuirory questio,.

Unit: 1

Characteristic of a ring rvith unitr'. Prime fields Z/pzand Q. Characterizationof prime fields. Fieldextensions' Degree of an exteusiorl. Algebraic and tro,rr..rdentat elements. Silrple field extensions.Minimal pol,vnomial of an algebraic Jlement. conjugate elements. Algebraic exte,sio,s. Finitelygenerated algebraic extensions. Argebraic crosu* urd algebraicall'croseifields. Spritti,g fierds.

Unit: 2
Finite fields' Roots of unitl'., Cyclotomic pol.n-nonrials and their irreducibility over a Normalextensious' Finite normal extcnsiotls as Splitting fields. Separable elements. separablc poly,.nomialsand separable extensions. perfect fields. 

-r---

(Scope of the course as given in the book at Sr. No. 2)

Unit: 3
Galois extensions' Galois theory". Automorphism of fields. Fundamental theorem of Galois theory.Klein's 4-group and Diheadral group. Galois groups of poly,nomials. Fundamental theorem ofAlgebra' Radicals extensions. Galois radical exteniioni. Cy'cric extensions. Solvability of poly,omialsby radicals over Q. Construction rvith mler and .orrrp*rr"onl1, (Scope of the collrse as given in thebook at Sr. No. 2).

Unit: 4
Similar linear transformations. Invariant subspaces of vector spaces. Reductio, of a lineartransformation to triangular form. Nilpotent transformations. Index of nilpotency of a nilpotenttransformation' c-vclic subspace rvith respect to a nilpotent transformation. uniqueness of theinvariants of a nilpotent transformation. Primary decomposition theorem. Jordan blocks and Jordancanonical fornts' C.vclic module relative to a linear transfbrmation. (Sections 6.4 to 6.7 ofTopics i,Algebra b5, LN Herstein).

Recommended Books:
I I.N. Herstein; Topics in Algebra (wiley, Eastern Ltd.)2 P'B' Bhattacharya S.R. Jain and S R. Nagpal: Basic Abstract Algebra. (Cambridge UniversityPress 1995)
3 Vivek Sahai and Vikas Bist: Algebra (Narosa publication House) !4 Strriit Singh and Quazi zameeiddin; Modern Algebra (vikas publishing House 1990):5 Patrick Morandi; Fierd a,d Galois Theon,(Sprin[er 1996).

?lY
Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic council meeting held on 1,2.02.19 vide resolution no.

To be implemented from session ZOL}_2}.
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MTHCC-2202: Measure and Integration theory

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven

Marks (Total): 100

Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole st'llabus.
In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one

qllestion from each unit including compulson'question.

Unit: 1

Lebesgue outer measure. elementan properties of outer measure, Measurable sets and their

properties. Lebesgue rlleasure of sets of rcal numbers, algebra of measurable sets. Borel sets and their
measurabilit-v. characterization of rncasurable sets in temrs of opcn. closed. Fo and Gii sets. existence

of a non-measurable set.

Unit: 2
Lebesgue measurable ftinctions and their properties. the almost evervrvhere concept , characteristic

functions, simple functions, approximation of measurable ftinctions b,v sequences of simple functions.

measurable functions as nearl,v continuous functions. Lusin's theorem, almost uniform convergence,

Egoroffs theorem. convergence in measure. F. Riesz theorem that ever-v sequence r.vhich is

convergent in ltleasuro has an almost ever--vrvhere convergent subsequellce.

Unit: 3
The Lebesgue Integral: Shortcomings of Riemann irrtegral. Lebesgue integral of a bounded function

over a set of finite measure and its properties, Lebsegue integral as a generalization of the Riemann

integral. B6unded convergence theorem, Lebesgue theorem regarding points of discontinuities of
Rremann integrable fu nctions.
lntegral of a non negative flinction, Fatou's lemma. Monotone convergence theorem, the general

Lebesgue integral, Lebesgue cotlvergence theorem.

Unit: 4
Differentiation and Intcgration: Differentiation of monotone functions. Vitali's covering

lemma,Lebesgue differentiation theorem. functions of bounded variation and their representation as

difference of monotone functions. Differentiation of an integral, absolutel-v continuous frtnctions.

Reference Books:
l. H. L. Ro.,-den , Real Analy'sis. 3"' Edition Prentice Hall of India, 1999.

2. G.de Barra- Measure theory and integration. Wille"v Eastern Ltd.. 1981.

3. P.R.Halmos, Measure Theory, Van Nostrans. Princeton, 1950.

4. LP.Natanson. Theory of ftinctions of a real variable. Vol. l. Frederick Ungar Publishing Co.,

1961.

5. R.G.Bartle. The elements of integration. John Wile-v & Sons. Inc.Ner,v York, 1966.

6. K.R.Parthsarthy'. Introduction to Probabilit-v and rneaslrre. Macmillan Compan,v of India Ltd.,

Delhi. 1977.
7. P.K. Jain and V.P. Gupta, Lebesgue measLrre and integration, Nerv age International (P) Ltd..

Publishers. Nerv Delhi. 1986.

L-,
?,

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on 12.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 20\9-20.



MTHCC-2203: Mechanics of Solids

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -

Marks (Total): I00
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be contpulsorv consisting of seven short questiops (2 rnarks each)covering the rvhole syllabus.
In addition- eight more questions r.vill be set unit-rvise conrprising trvo questions fiom each ofthe four units. The students shall be required to attempt hr. qi,.rtions in all selecting onequestion from each unit including compulsory question. I -- --

Unit: I
Coordinate-transfbrmation' Cartesian Tensor of different order, Properties of tensors. Isotropic tensorsof different orders and relation betrveen them, S,vmmetric and skerv s1,'mmetric tensors. Tensorinvariants. Eigen-values and eigen-vectors of a tensor.
Scalar' vector- tensor functions, Contma notation. Gradient, divergence and curl of a vector / tensorfield.

Unit: 2
Affine transformation- Infinitesimal affine deformation, Geometrical Interpretation of the componentsof strain' Strain quadric of Cauchv. Principal sirains and ilvariants. General i,finitesirnal
deformation- Saint-venant's equations of compatibilit-v. Stress. Stress vector. Stress tensor.

Unit: 3
Equations of equilibrium' Transfonrration of coordinates. Stress quadric of Cauchr,. principal stresses
and invariants- Maxiurum uonnal and shear stresses. Mohr's circies. Examples of stress, GeneralisedHooks Larv. Anisotropic svmmetries, Homogeneolls isotropic elastic medium.

Unit: i
Elastic moduli for isotropic media. Equilibrium and dynamical equations for an isotropic elasticmedia, Strain energY functiotl and its conncction rvith Hooke's Larv. Beltrami-Michell compatibilitv
conditions and equations, Saint- venant' s prirrciple.

Recommended Books:
l ' I'S. Sokolnikoff. Mathematical Theory of Elasticit-v, Tata-McGrarv Hill publishing Companv

Ltd., Nerv Delhi, t977 .

2' D'S. Chandrasekharaiah and L. Debnath" Continuum Mechanics, Academic press. lgg43. A E.H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity. Dover publications, Nerv
York.

4. Y.C' Fung' Foundations of Solid Mccharrics. Prentice Hall. Nerv Delhi, 1965.5. Shanti Naravan. Text Book of Caftesian Tensors. S. Clrand & Co.. 1950.6' S' Timeshenko and N. Goodier. Theory of Elasticitv. McGrarv Hill. Nerv york. 1970.
7 ' I.H. Shames, Introduction to Solid Mechanics. Prentice Hall. Nerv Delhi, lg75

).-/y(
Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic council meeting held on 1,2.a2.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2Olg-2A.
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MTHCC-2204: System of Differential Equations

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven

Marks (Total): I00
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)

covering the r.vhole sy,'llabus.

In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt fivc questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: I
Linear differential svstems: Definitions and notations. Linear homogeneous s_-vstems: Existence and
uniqueness theorem. Fundamental set and fundamental matrix of a homogeneous s-vstem. Wronskian
of a s1'stem. Abel-Liouville formula. Adioint systems, Reduction to smaller homogeneous s-vstems.

Unit: 2

S,vstem of differential equations. Differential equation of order n and its equivalent s-vstem of
differential equations. Existence theorem for solution of s-vstem of difl'erential equations. S_vstems

rvith constallt coefficients, method of variation of constants for a non-homogeneous sy,'stem. Periodic
s-vstern. Floquet theor-v for periodic s.vstems.

Unit: 3

Autonomous svstems: the phase plane. paths and critical points" tlpes of critical points; Node, Center.
Saddle point. Spiral point. Stabilitl'of critical points. Critical points and paths of linear systems: basic

theorems and their applicatiorrs. Critical points and paths of quasilinear s-vstollls.

Unit: 4

Stability,' of solution of svstem of equations rvith constant coefficierrts, linear equatiorr rvith constant
coefficients. Liapunov stabilit-v. Stabilitv of quasi linear s-vstems.

Limit c1,'cles and periodic solutions: limit c,vcle, existence and non-cxistence of limit cvcles.
Benedixson's non-existence theorem. Half-path or Semiorbit, Limit set. Poincare-Benedixson
theorem (statement onlv).

Recommended books:
l. E.A. Coddington and N. Levinson, Theory of Ordinary,'Differential Equations. Tata McGrar,v-

Hill. 2000.

S.L. Ross. Differential Equations. John Wiler, & Sons

S.G. Deo. V. Lakshmikantham and V. Raghavendra, Textbook of Ordinan, Differential
Equations. Tata McGrarv-Hill . 2006.

4. Mohan C Joshi. Ordinary Differential Equations, Modern Perspective. Narosa Publishing
House.2006.

5. P. Hartman. Ordinan'Differential Equations. John Wiler'& Sons NY, 1971.
6. G. Birkhoff and G.C. Rota. Ordinary Differential Equations, John Wiley'& Sons, l97tt.
7. G.F. Simmons- Differential Equations. Tata McGrarv-Hill - 1993.

tt. [.G. Petrovski. Ordinary Diffurential Equations" Prentice-Hall. 1966.
9. D. Somasundaram. Ordinary DifTerential Equations. A first Course. Narosa Pub..2001.

/p
Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on 12.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 20L9-20.
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MTHCE -2206: Methods of Applied Mathematics

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)
covering the r,vhole st,llabus.
In addition" eight more questions rvill be set unit-r,vise conrprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: I
Curvilinear Co-ordinates: Co-ordinate transformation. Orthogonal Co-ordinates, Change of Co-
ordinates, Cartesian, C-vlindrical and spherical co-ordinates, expressions for velicitl, and
accelerations, ds, dv and ds2 in orthogonal co-ordinates. Areas, Volumei & surface areas in Cartesian.
Cylindrical & spherical co-ordinates in a ftlv simple cases. Grad, Div, Curl. Laplacian in orthogonal
Co-ordinates, Contravariant and Co-variant components of a vector. Metric coefficients & the volume
element.

Unit: 2
Fourier Transform: Definition and properties. Fourier transform of some elementarv functio,s.
Fourier transform of derivatives, Parseval's identitS, fbr Fourier transform. evaluation tf integrals,
convolution theorem" Finite Fourier sine transfomr, finite Fourier cosine transform, Application of
Fourier transfbrm to solve ordinan'and partial differential equation.

Unit: 3
Hankel transforms" Definition. Elementary properties. Basic operational properties, Inversion
theorem, Hankel transform of derivatives and some elementary, functions. Relation betrveen Fourier
and Hankel transforms, Application of Hanke l transform to Boundan, Value problem.

Unit: 4
Motivating problems of calculus of variations, shortest distance. minimum surface of revolution,
Branchistochrone problem" isoperimetric problem. geodesic. Fundamental lemma of calculus of
variations, Euler's equation for one dependent function and its generalizatiop to 'n' dependent
functions and to higher order derivatives. conditional extremum under geonetric constraints ald
under integral constraints. Ritz. Galerkin and Kantorovich methods.

Books Recommended:
I. I. N. Sneddon; The Use of lntegral Transforms.
2. w. w. Bell: special Functions for Scientists and Enginesrs.
3. Schaum's Series; Vector Analy.sis.
4. Lokenath Debnath: Integral Transfbrms and their Applicatiols. CRC Press. Inc.
5. J. M. Gelfand and S. V. Fontin, Calculus of Variations, Prentice Hall. Neu,Jersv. 19636. Weinstock, Calculus of Variations" McGrar,v Hill.

lt-/yt'
Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on 1"2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session ZOlg-20.



MTHCC -2302: Ftuid Mechanics

Marks (TheorY): 70

Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Notg: l-^- i. .o,,,,irt,r stions in all.
The examiner is required to set nlne qLle{

rhe firsi lu.rtion rvill be conrpulsory consisting of seven

Marks (Total): I00
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)

ff:Ti?,-,"t1:.::Tlffill|or':X,r"ns r,vll be set u,it-rvise co,rprisirs 
ly:^:uestions 

rrom each or

the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one

qtrestionfromeachuritincltrdingcompulsory,questton.

Hil:*,cs - Verocitl, at a point of a nuid. Eurerian ar.d Lagr"rqiilll]l::l"o:;i:,:.,?T 
l,#':,f:l,T,lines

and streak lines, vclocit,v potential, Irrotational and rotationat motions- vorticit-v and circulation'

Equation of continuitv, Bouraarl, 
'surfaces" 

Acceleration at a point of a fluid, components of

acceleration in cr'lindrical and spherical polar co-ordiantes'

Unit: 2
pressure at a point of a moving fluid, Euler equation of motion- Equationl o{ motion in cylindrical and

sphericar porar co-ordina,.r-- n.r,rouili equation, Impulsive motion, Kelvin circulation theorem'

vorticit-v equatio,, E,erg.v equatio' for i,comli.rriut. flTv, Ki,etic energ-v of irrotational flow'

Kelvin minimum energy trreorem. Kinetic *n.rgv of infinite fluid- uniqueness theorems'

Unit: 3
Axial*, s,vmmetric florvs. Liquid streaming part a fixed sphere, Motion of a sphere through a liquid at

rest at infinity. Equation of motio, of a sphere, Kineiic enorg,v gen_erate$. b,v i,rpulsive motion'

Motion of trvo concentric spheres. Trrree-dimensional sources. si,ks ind doublets' Images of sources'

sinks and doublets i, rigid irnpermeable infiniteplane and i, impermeable spherical surface'

Yri,'i'J,rrensional motior, use of cy'li.drical nofy co-ordinatt:r::i:i]:31t:l::' Axis'vmmetric flo'v'

Stoke stream function, Stoke strsaln fu,ction oi basic florvs, Irrotational motion in trvo- dimensions'

complex verocitv potential. Milne-Thomson circle theorem. Tr'vo-dimensional sources' sinks'

doubiets and their images, Blasius theorem'

Books Recommended:
l. F. Chorlton. Text-book of Fluid Dl'namics' C'B'S' Publishers' Delhi' 1985'

2. Mich:rel E.O. Neill ard r. chorltoir, Ideal and Incompressible Fluid D-vnamics' John wile-1' &

3. 3"H; YJj;, Fou,dations of Fruid Mechanics. prentice Hall of India Ltd" Nerv Delhi, 1976

4. G.K. Batchelor. A, lnlroduciton to Fluid Mechanics. Foundation Books' Nerv Delhi' 1994'

5. R.K. Rath,v. A, lntroiuction ro Fluid'birur'ti.s. oxford and IBH Publishing companl''' Nerv

6 ?,:t1: l?lf;, and A S Ramsev. A Treatise on Hvdromechanics- Part-ll. cBs Publishers'

Delhi- I 9tt8 '

b/-
Revised syllabus approved in 25,h Academic council meeting held on t2.02j9 vide resolution no' l'7'

To be implemented from session 2OL9'20'
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MTHCE-2303: Integral Equations

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks each)
covering the r,vhole s-vllabus.
In addition" eight more questions r.vill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit: l.
Linear Integral equations. Some basic identities. Initial value problems reduced to Volterra iltegral
equations, Methods of successive substitution and successive approximation to solve Volterra iltegral
equations of second kind. Iterated kernels and Neumann series for Volterra equations. Resolvent
kernel as a series. Laplace transform method for a difftrence kernel. Solution ofa Volterra integral
equation of the first kind.

Unit: 2.
Boundary value problems rcduced to Fredholm integral equations. Methods of successive
approximation and successive substitution to solve Fredholm equations of second kind. Iterated
kernels and Neumann series for Fredholm equations. Resolvent kemel as a slult of series. Fredholm
resolvent kernel as a ratio of trvo series. Fredholm equations w'ith separable kernels. Approximation of
a kernel b,u a separable kernel, Fredholm Alternative. Non lromonogenous Fredholm Lquations rvith
degenerate kernels.

Unit: 3.
Singtrlar integral equation, solution of Abel integral equation. solution of general form of Abel
integral equation- Cauch,v principal valuc for integrals. Cauchv's general and principal values,Holder
condition, singular integrals.Plemelj fiorrnulas, Poincare-Beftrand transformation foimula.Solution of
Cauchl'-T1pe singular integral equation. closed contour, unclosed contours and Riemann- Hilbert
problem.Hilbert kernel, Hilbert formula, solution of Hilbert-t-We singular integral equatiol of first and
second kind.

Unit: 4.
Green function. Use of'method of variation of parameters to construct the Green ftinction fbr a
nonhomogelleous linear second order boundan value problem, Basic four propertics of the Green
function. Alternate procedure for construction of the Green function by' using its basic four properties.
Reduction of a boundary value problem to a Fredholrn integral equation rvith kernel as Green
function.

Books Recommended:
l. R.P. Kanrval. Lincar Integral
2. M.D. Raishinghania, Integral

Equations. Theon and Techniques. Acadernic Press- Nerv york.
Equations and Boundan- value problems" S. Clrand and Companv

Pvt. Ltd.2007 ,

3. S.G. Mikhlin, Linear
I 960

Integral Equations (translated from Russian) Hindustan Book Agenc1...

4. A.J. Jerri.Introduction to Integral Equations rvith Applications. AWilel,'- Interscience
Publication. 1999.

5 W.V. Lovitt. Linear Integral Equations. McGrarv Hill. NervYork.

Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on 1,2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.
To be implemented from session Z}L9-}A.
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M THCE -2304 z Mathem atical Statistics

Marks (Theon'): 70

Marks (lnternal Assessment): 30

Note: -

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)
covering the r,vhole syllabus.
In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions fronr each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including compulsory question.

Unit - I
Probabilit.v: Definition and various approaches of probability, Addition theorem. Boole inequalitv,
Conditional probabilit--v and multiplication thcorem. Independent events. Mutual and painvise
independerlce of events. Ba--ves theorem and its applications.

Unit - 2

Random variable and probabilit-v functions: Definition and properties of random variables. Discrete
and continuous random variables. Probabilitv mass and derrsitv functions, Distribution ftinction.
Concepts of bivariate random variable: ioint. marginal and conditional distributions. Mathematical
expectation: Definition and its properties. Variance. Covariance" Moment generating function-
Definitions and their properties.

Unit - 3
Discrete distributions: Unifbrm. Bernoulli. Binomial, Poisson and Geometric distributions r,vith their
properties.
Continuous" distributions: Unifornr, Erponential and Normal distributions rvith their properties.

Unit - 4

Testing of hypothesis: Parameter and statistic. Sampling distribution and standard error of estimate.
Null and alternative hvpotheses, Simple and composite h-rpotheses. Critical region, Level of
significance. One tailed and trvo tailed tests, Trvo t-vpes of errors. Tests of significarlce: Large sample
tests for single n'rean, Single proportion, Difference betrveen tr.vo means and trvo proportions.

Books recommended:
l. V. Hogg and T. Craig. Introduction to Mathematical Statistics" 7th addition. Pearson Education
Limited-20 14

2. A.M. Mood, F.A. Gra-1,bill, and D.C. Boes. Introduction to the Theory of Statistics, Mc Grarv Hill
Book Compan.v.
3. J.E. Freund. Mathematical Statistics. Prentice Hall of India.
4. M. Speigel. Probabilitl,and Statistics. Schaum Outline Series.
5. S.C. Gupta and V.K. Kapoor, Fundamentals of Mathematical Statistics. S. Chand Pub., Nerv Delhi.

/v
Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on L2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2019-20.



MTHCE-2305: Advanced Complex Analysis

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)
covering the rvhole syllabus.
In addition. eight more questions r,vill be set unit-rvise comprising trvo questiops fionr each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including conrpulsory question.

Unit: l.
The space of continuous functions C(G,Q). Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Spaces of alalytic ftinctions,
Hunvitz's theorem. Montel's theorem. Spaces of meromorphic functions, Riemarur mapping theorern,
infinite products, Weierstrass factorization theorem. Factorization of sine functio,.

Unit:2.
Gamma function and its properties. functional equation for gamma function. Bohr-Mollerup theorem.
Reimann'zeta functiotl, Riemam's frtnctional eqtration, Euler's theorem. Runge's theoreir, Mittag-
Leffler's theorem.

Unit: 3.
Anal}tic contiuuatiotr, Uniqueness of dircct analgic continuation. Uliqueness of analvtic
continuation along a curve. Porver series method of analytic continuatiop- Schr.varz ref'lectiol
principle. Monodromv theorenr and its consequences, Basic proper-ties of hanrronic fturctions.
Harmonic functions on a disk- Poisson's Kemel. Dirichlet problem for a unit disk.

Marks (Total): I00
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

Unit: 4. .

Hamack's inequality'. Harnack's theorem. Dirichlet problem for a regiop, Green's function.
product, Jensen's fbrnrula, Poissolt -Jensen formula. Hadamard's ihree circles theorem-

Canonical
The genus

and order of an entire function, Hadamard's factorizationtheorem.
The range of an analvtic function: Bloch's theorern, Little-Picard theorerll.
Montel-Carathedory theorem. Great Picard theorem

Schottky's theorem,

Books Recommended:
l. Conrvav. J.8.. Functions of One complex variables Narosa Publishing- 2000.
2. Ahlfors. L.V.. Complex Analysis. McGrarv-Hill Book Companl,', Lgig.
3. Churchill. R.V. and Broltt, J.W.- Complex Variables 

- 
ond Applications McGrarv Hill

Publishing Companr,. I990.
Priestl--v, H.A., Introduction to Complex Anal-vsis Claredon Press, Orford, 1990.
Mark J.Abler'vitz and A.S.Fokas, Complex Variables : Introduction &. Applications.
cambridge universitv Press, South Asian Edition, l99tt.
E.C.Titchmarsn, The Theory of Functions, Oxford Universitv Press, Loldon.
S'Ponnus&ffiY, Foundations of Complex Analysis, Narosa Publishing House, lgg7.

(v
Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting held on 1.2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2}lg-20.
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Marks (Theon'):
Marks (lnternal

\ualr-

The eraminer is required to set nine questions in all.

The first question ivill be corrrpulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole st'llabus.
In addition. eight more questiolls rvill be set unit-r,vise comprising trvo questions from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one

question from each ulit including compulsory question.

Unit: l.
Tp'o dimensiopal problems: Plane strain detormation. State of Plane stress. Generalized plane stress,

Airy, stress function for plane strain problem- General solution of bihamronic equation, Stresses and

disilacements in terms of complex potentials. Defomration of a thick-rvalled elastic tube under

extemal and internal pressures.

Unit: 2.
Extension: Extension of beams b1, longitudinal forces. beams stretched b--v its orvn rveight.

Torsion. Torsion of a circular c.vlindrical beam- Torsional rigidit-1', Torsiou and stress functions. Lines

of shearing stress, Torsion of a bcanr of arbitrary cross-section and its special cases for circular-

elliptic and equilateral triangular cross-sections. Circular grooves in a circular beam.

Unit: 3.
Variational methods: llheorems of rTrinimum potential energv. Theorems of minimum complententary

energv. Reciprocal theorem of Betti and Ra.vleigh. Deflcction of elastic string and elastic rnembrane.

Solution of Euler's equation bv Ritz. Galerkin and Kantorovich methods.

Unit: 4.
Viscoelasticitv: Spring & Dashpot. Maxrvell &. Kelvin Models, Three parameter solid,

Correspondence p.inciple & its application to the Deformation of a viscoelastic Thick-walled tube in

Plane strain.

Books Recommended:
1. I.S. Sokolnikoff. Mathematical Theory of Elasticit-v, Tata McGraw Hill Publishing Compan-v

Ltd.. Nerv Delhi, 1977 .

2 Teodar M. Atanackovic and Ardeshiv Guran,Theory of Ela.sticity.for Scienti,st,s and

Engineers, Birkhausev" Boston- 2000.

3. A.K. Mal & S.J. Singh-De.fttrmation of F.lastic Solids. Prentice Hall. Nerv Jerse.v,

l99l.
4. W. Flugge. Viscoelasticitl'. Springer Verlag.

5. A.S. Saada.ElasticiO,-ll'heoryt qnd Appticatiors. Pergamon Press" Nerv York. 1973.

6. Y.C. Fung. Foundations of Solid Mechanics, Prcntice Hall" New Delhi. 1965

7. D.S. Chandrasekharaiah and L. Debnath. Continuum Mechauics. Academic Press, 1994-

Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic Council meeting,held on L2.A2.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 20L9-20.

NITHCE -2306: Advanced Mechanics of Solids

70 Marks (Total): I00
Assessment): 30 Time: 03 Hours

Total Credit: 04
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MTHCE-2404: Mathematical Aspect of Seismology

Marks (Theory): 70
Marks (Internal Assessment): 30

Note: -
The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question rvill be compulsory consisting of seven each)
covering the rvhole st,llabus.
In addition. eight more questions rvill be set unit-r.vise comprising trvo questiops from each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one
question from each unit including conrpulsory question.

Unit: l.
Waves' General form of progressive waves. Hanrronic waves, Plane waves. the r,vave equatiop,
Principle of superposition. Progressive tryes solutions of u,ave equation. Stationary tlpe soluiiols of
wave equation in Cartesian. C-vlindrical and Spherical coordinates svstems- equaiion of telegraph-y,
Exponential form of harmonic u,aves. D'Alenrbert's formula" Inhomogeneous wave equation.

Unit: 2.
Spherical \\'aves. Expansiolt of a spherical wave into plane waves. Sonmerfield's integral.
Dispersion, Group velocity. relation betrveen phase velocitv and group velocity,'.
Introduction to Seismologv: Earthquakcs- Location of earthquakes. Causes
Observation of Earthquakes, Aftershocks and Foreshocks. Earthquake magnitude.
Energy released b.v earthquakes, Interior structure of the Ear-th.

Unit: 3.
Reduction of equation of rnotion to \vavc equations. P and S waves and their characteristics.
Polarization of plane P and S rvaves. Snell's lar.v of reflection and refraction. Reflection of plane p and
SV rvaves at a fiee surface. Partition of reflected energv. Reflection at critical angles. Reflection and
refractiotl of plane P, SV and SH waves at an interface, Special casos of Liquid-Liquid interface.
Liquid-Solid interface and Solid-Solid interfuce.

Unit: 4.
Trvo dimensional Lamb's problems in an isotropic elastic solid" Area sollrces and Lipe Sources in an
unlimited elastic solid. normal force acts on the surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid. tangential
forces acting on the surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid- Surface waves. Ray,leigh ,.rrr.r] Love
\,vaves and Storreley rvaves.

Books Recommended:
l. C.A. Coulson and A. Jefferev" waves. Longman. Neu,york, tg77 .

2. M. Bath, Mathematical Aspects of Seismology,'. Elsevier Publishing Companv. 1968.
3. W'M. Erving, W.S. Jardetzky and F. Press, Elastic Waves in La1,'ered Media. McGrarv Hill

Book Compan.v. 1957 .

4. C.M.R. Forvler, The Solid Earth. Cambridge Universitv Press. 1990
5. P M. Shearer, lntroduction to Seismologr,. Cambridge University Press. (UK) Iggg.
6. Seth Stein and Michael W),session, An Introduction to Seismology. Earthquakes and Earth

Structure. Blacku,ell Publishing Ltd., 2003.
7 . Bullen, K.E. and B.A. Bolt. An Introduction to the Theory of Seisnrolog\,. Cambridge

Universtv Press. 1985.

IY
Revised syllabus approved in 25th Academic Council meeting held on L2.02.19 vide resolution no. 17.

To be implemented from session 2019-20,

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

short questions (2 marks

of Earthquakes.
Seismic moment.
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MTHCE*2406: Advanced Fluid Mechanics

Marks (Theory): 70
\larks (lnternal Assessment): 30

\ots-. -

Marks (Total): 100
Time: 03 Hours
Total Credit: 04

The examiner is required to set nine questions in all.
The first question tvill be compulsory consisting of seven short questions (2 marks each)

covering the rvhole svllabus.
In addition, eight more questions rvill be set unit-rvise comprising trvo questions fiom each of
the four units. The students shall be required to attempt five questions in all selecting one

question from each unit including compulsory question.

[Jnit: I
Vorticit-v in trvo dimensions. Circular and rectilinear vortices. Vortex doublet. Images. Motion due to
vortices" Single arrd double infinite ro\\is of vortices. Kannau vortex sheet.

Nenton's Larv of viscosit-1', Neltonian and non-Neu,tonian fluids. Stress compollents in a rcal fluid.
State of stress at a point. Nature of stresses, transformation of stress conlponents. Relation betrveen

Cartesian components of stress.

Unit: 2

Trarrslational motion of fluid element- Rates of strain. Transformation of rates of strain. Principal
stress & strain rate, Relation bctrveen stresses and rates of strain. The co-cfficient of viscositv and
laminar florv.
Navier-Stoke equations of motion. Equations of motion in c-1'lindrical and spherical polar co-
ordinates. Difhrsion of vorticity. Energl'dissipatiort due to viscosity.

Unit: 3
Plane Poiseuille and Couette florvs betrveen trvo parallel plates. Theorv of lubrication. Hagen
Poiseuille florv. Steadl, florv betrveen co-axial circular cy'linders and concentric rotating cy'linders.
Florv through tubes of unifomr elliptic and equilateral triangular cross-section. Unstead.v florv over a
flat plate. Stead-v flor.v past a fixed sphere. Florv in convergent and divergent channels.

Unit: 4

Dvnamical similarity, Inspection analysis, Non-dimensional numbers" Dimensional analvsis.
Buckingham pi-theorem and its application, Ph.vsical importance of rron-dimensional parameters.

Prandtl boundary laver, Boundary la-ver equation in trvo-dimensions" The boundary laver on a flat
plate (Blasius solution). Characteristic boundary layer parameters. Kanrran integral conditions,
Karman-Pohlhausen method.

Books Recommended:
l. W.H Besant and A.S. Ramsey. A Treatise on Hvdromechanics, Part-II. CBS Publishers,

Delhi. l98tt.
2. F. Chorlton. Text-book of Fluid D,vnamics. C.B.S. Publishers, Delhi. l9ft5
3. Michael E.O. Neill and F. Chorlton, Ideal and Incompressible Fluid D-vnamics. John Wile_v &

Sons. 1986.
4. S. W. Yuan. Foundations of Fluid Mechanics" Prentice Hall of India Ltd,. Nerv Delhi, 1976.
5. G.K. Batchelor, An Introduciton to Fluid Mechanics. Foundation Books. Nerv Delhi, 1994.
6. H. Schlichting. Boundary Layer Theory, McGrarv Hill Book Companr,. Nerv York, 1979.
7 . R.K. Rathy. An Introduction to Fluid Dvnanrics. Oxford and IBH Publishing Company,. Nerv

Delhi. 1976.
8. A.D. Young. Boundan, Lavers. AIAA Education Series, Washington DC. 1989.

17.
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Revised syllabus approved in 25'h Academic

To be impleme nted from session 2019-20.
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